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MEMORANDUM 

 

To:   Groundwater Advisory Council   

From:   H. Bokuniewicz   

Re:   Minutes of the meeting of March 16, 2015   

Date:    March 23, 2015   

 

PRESENT    REGRETS  

H. Bokuniewicz     M. Alarcon   

S. Colabufo      N. Bartilucci   

P. Granger      C. Gallagher   

D. Paquette      R. Liebe  

J. Pilewski       R. Mazza   

A. Rapiejko     M. Nofi   

M. Scorca  

S. Terracciano  

H. Walker  

M. White          

  

1. There were no comments on the minutes of the last meeting (December 15, 2014).  

 

2. LIGRI reports annually to the Deans of Arts and Sciences, the College of Engineering and 

Applied Mathematics and the School of Marine and Atmospheric Sciences.  The summary report 

for 2014 was distributed and can be found on-line at 

https://you.stonybrook.edu/somas/institutes/long-island-groundwater-research-institute/.   

The Groundwater Institute was created without State or University funding and for many years 

now we have operated without base funding.  Individual projects are funded by outside sponsors 

like the EPA, Sea Grant Institute, etc.  Lack of base support has occasionally been an issue in the 

University’s internal review of Centers and Institutes.  I don’t see anything on the horizon to 

remedy this situation, but I’m open to suggestions.    

 

The Hydrology Program in Geosciences has only a small enrollment and somewhat sporadic 

course offerings.  Revisions to the program have been a concern for years and have been a topic 

at some of our past meetings.  These are still pending.  Steve Colabufo has discussed this recently 

with Gil Hanson.  I will see what I can do to help.   

 

Last year we had discussed revising some form of cooperation with the Water Resources Institute 

(WRI) at Cornell.  The WRI seems to be primarily focused these days on surface water but we do 

have a proposal to the USGS through the WRI on groundwater plumes around composting 

facilities.  We should try to reach out to them in 2015 to explore avenues of cooperation.  

 

3. Hal Walker is co-director (with Chris Gobler) of the Center for Clean Water Technology 

(CCWT) at Stony Brook.  They have $2 million for research in the current fiscal years and 

intentions to continue funding next year.  Meetings are still in progress with Suffolk County and 

the DEC to finalize a work plan. 

 

CCWT is planning a data-gathering symposium for the spring to begin to consider initial projects.  

The issue of an independent Technical Advisory Committee (TAC) to review proposals, research 

progress and results was discussed.  Walter Philm (H2M) and Frank Russo have been approached 

https://you.stonybrook.edu/somas/institutes/long-island-groundwater-research-institute/
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to serve and, perhaps, Nathan Epler (Roux Associates) Incorporated < nepler@rouxinc.com>   

should also be considered.  It was suggested that this (LIGRI ) Advisory Council could play a role 

and that advice might also be garnered by linkages to other groups such as LICAP and the EPA 

Long Island Groundwater/Water Quality group, among others.   

 

The focus on on-site wastewater treatment will be limited to “the edge of the tile field” and, 

although not part of the DEC mission, economic development to support businesses will be 

investigated simultaneously.  Because of the expense of alternative systems, subsides would have 

to be considered.  Would a government subsidy for alternate systems be less expensive than 

sewering?  The impact?  Issues of job creation and economic development might be supported 

with funding from the Bloomberg Foundation; START-UP NY, which provides tax breaks for 

businesses associated with SUNY, may also be an advantage; the Long Island Regional 

Economic Development Council may also help.  Although policy considerations may not be well-

defined until the feasible technologies are identified, starting policy decisions early may help in 

securing additional funding and in keeping the marketability of technologies in the dialogue.   

 

To this end, exploring some regional criteria for new technology, perhaps through the New 

England River Basin Commission would help.  Certainly, State and county barriers to 

development might be lowered, if new technologies can be said to have SCDHS, DEC and TAC 

approvals.    

4. Databases were discussed.  This is a topic we have visited many times in the past.  Currently, 

there are (at least) three data bases whose use is required for different projects.  The EPA 

maintains STORETTE, EQuls and SDWIS.  The DEC, for example, requires that pesticide data 

be entered into EQuls and public-water supply data is required to appear in SDWIS.  In addition, 

other initiatives like consulting firms or the counties have long had their own data base with 

relevant information.  These had been developed, in some cases long ago, to meet their own 

needs.   

 

The BNL has had an initiative with EPA (Rob Alvey) to merge data bases.  This is one of many 

attempts but it has always proven to be a task requiring more resources than available for the job.  

The issues include:  

a. a variety of lab-specific analyses  

b. quality control  

c. formats  

d. units  

among others.  A great deal of time is needed to reformat data properly annotate entries and 

perform QA/QC, so without dedicated and well-trained professional staff the task is 

insurmountable.  A basic strategic question to provide “one-stop” shopping is should one of these 

systems be used for all data or should some other system (USGS?) be used or should a new 

system be created?   

 

5. Michael White is serving as a consultant to Nassau County dealing with NYC’s plans to reactive 

the wells in the former Jamaica Water District Leakage of the Delaware Aqueduct seems to 

amount to 35 to 40 MGD causing flooding upstate.  A by-pass tunnel is intended to maintain 

some supply over 6 months to 2 years while repairs are made, but an additional 30 to 40 MGD is 

intended to be supplied by reactivating 23 wells on 20 sites in Queens.  The original estimate of 

60 MGD was reduced to 40 MGD with the addition of conservation measures.  Four of these are 

in the Lloyd aquifer, perhaps to avoid treatment costs.  The project is expected to cost $200 

million plus operations and maintenance costs.   

mailto:nepler@rouxinc.com
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The Old Jamaica Water District had 68 wells on 44 sites.  When the Jamaica Water District was 

dissolved, only about half the wells were active but all were still permitted.  Some had evidence 

of chloride contamination and some older ones apparently had compromised casings.  It is not 

clear how the 23 wells intended to be reactivated were chosen or why the 4 Lloyd wells are 

needed.  Although wells used to be permitted by DEC without expiration dates, in the 1990’s 

permits began to be issued requiring a renewal every 10 years.  The wells in the Jamaica area 

were permitted with this 10-year restriction when NYC consolidated them in 2007.  The permits 

will expire therefore in 2017 but the aqueduct repairs are expected to extend until 2020.   

 

Residents of Queens are concerned with water quality.  The use of these wells may also alleviate 

some of the flooding problems in Queens.  Annual precipitation has been far above normal in 

recent years exceeding wet years since 1940.  Apparently, the wells will not be continued for the 

purpose of alleviating flooding after the aqueduct is repaired.  However, they may be kept in 

readiness for emergencies or even long-term use.  The water cannot be transmitted to Nassau 

County due to fluoridation.  For the same reason, water from NJ cannot be imported to meet any 

temporary shortfall. 

 

The original EIS for repairs to the aqueduct did not address concerns raised by Nassau County.  

At a recent meeting between the County and NYC (23 February, 2015) plans were made for a 

second EIS.  Modeling will be needed of impacts on water levels, salt-water intrusion and 

potential shifts in contaminant plumes, but, as yet, NYC has not agreed to undertake modeling.  

The USGS, however, has been in discussions with NYC Environmental Planning (Michael 

Paige).  Money would be needed to install deep, monitoring wells to determine the location of the 

saltwater-freshwater interface.  Many older observation wells have been compromised or lost, as 

due, for example, to the JFK expansion.  (The USGS has also been monitoring water quality in 

Brooklyn and Queens but that was terminated a few years ago.  Now the NYC Council may be 

scheduling a meeting to reconsider the issue of monitoring).  Legislature is being considered (by 

Senator Martins) that would deem any well to be “abandoned” if it is not used in a two-year 

period.  

 

The next meeting between Nassau County and NYC is tentatively set for 1 April.  Michael White 

agreed to brief us again after that meeting.  

 

6. Steve Colabufo discussed the LICAP subcommittees.  They have had five meetings over the last 

four months and developed a “roadmap” for generating a Groundwater Management Plan by 

2017.  
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LICAP subcommittees’ roadmap to the 2017 Long Island Groundwater Management Plan  

2/25/15 

 Water Resources Opportunity Subcommittee (WROS)

     

  

Water Resources and Infrastructure Subcommittee (WRIS) 

 Near term, facilities oriented 

(Nassau oriented)    

Longer term, resources oriented 

(Suffolk oriented)     

1 Regional contamination events:  

 Grumman 

 Lawrence Aviation 

 BNL 

 New Cassel 

Climate change scenarios - impacts to water resources 

    

2 Facility inspections, especially underground storage tanks

    

Competing water uses - agriculture, industry, golf courses 

     

3 Water efficiency - value of water   Land preservation needs for water qual. and drinking water 

infrastructure     

4 Gray water irrigation, "fertigation"  

  

Pine Barrens - safe yield vs. quantity impacts, and permitting

      

5 Geothermal systems  Regulatory req. for both water resource (future supply) and facility 

management   

6 Desalination - small scale vs. large scale, cost and permit 

requirement 

Cross county water transmission - legal aspects  

      

7

  

Public/private partnerships  and education Lloyd aquifer - existing status, possible future utilization 

     

8 NYC well re-opening   

Pertinent issues for both subcommittees 

Facilities management aspects: REGIONAL INTERCONNECTION OF SUPPLIERS     

Cesspool/ other on-site system vs. sewering: WASTEWATER MANAGEMENT    

 Water quantity and qualuality effects of regulating sewers 

 Resource Management aspects     

Historical and current Nassau and Queens issues: CHLORIDE CONTAMINATION    

 lateral vs. upconing 

 road salt contamination     

 REGIONAL WATER QUALITY AND QUANTITY MONITORING      

Establishment of a database and a clearinghouse for electronic reporting of and access to the data  

 

They hope to recruit volunteers to prepare five-page white papers on each of the topics listed.  

Paul Granger has already agreed to take the lead on one for water efficiency.  Paul TeNyenhuis is 

taking on “FERTIGATION”.  Steve will provide a list of other potential authors.  The next 

meeting is scheduled for 22 April.  A separate paper may be added on irrigation.     

 

7. In 2007, the USGS installed 10 monitoring wells clustered in an area that is now being proposed 

for sewering.  Results were published in a report titled Shallow Groundwater Quality in the 

Village of Patchogue, Suffolk County, New York (USGS Scientific Investigations Report 2010–

512).  These data should be considered for use as baseline data to initiate monitoring of the 

impacts of sewering in reducing nitrate levels.  Steve Terracciano will check on their status.  They 

are probably PVC water table wells but should still be in place.  

 

8. Discussion of the Suffolk County Comprehensive Plan was tabled for now because of lack of 

time.  The County will hold a second meeting about it on 23 March.  

 

9. Gil Hanson is holding the annual Geologists’ Meeting at the Department of Geosciences at Stony 

Brook University on Saturday, April 11, 2015.   
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10. Future Meetings:  April 27 (Dvirka & Bartilucci in Woodbury) and June 1, 2015  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
HB/ed 
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